Internal motions and hydration of sucrose in a diluted water solution.
This paper represents a synthesis of our most recent work on the hydration, internal and overall dynamics of sucrose in a diluted water solution. The studies were carried out as a total ensemble of 1.2 nanosecond condensed phase molecular dynamics trajectories. In this study the focus is on a 500 ps trajectory starting with the solute in the crystalline conformation. The presence of water was found to significantly alter the accessible conformational space of the solute. All potential intra-molecular hydrogen bonds were found to be exchanged to surrounding water molecules and the simulations suggest that the sucrose conformation is stabilized by the dynamic presence of two interring bridging water molecules: O-2g...Ow...O-3f and O-2g...Ow...O-lf. The overall shift in conformation of the solute induced by the presence of water was found to improve the theoretical models of experimental traits. It is demonstrated that the hydration structure and the internal and overall motions of sucrose compare extremely well with NMR data such as glycosidic heteronuclear coupling constants and the molecular tumbling time, with X-ray data of two partially hydrated sucrose structures in a protein complex and with translational diffusion coefficients and hydration numbers established from experimental studies.